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                        SMS for business
                        Communication with clients via SMS is the most effective.  Read how to create the first SMS campaign for your business to get profit and clients' loyalty

                    

                                                                
                        SMTP Email Secure Servers 
                        SMTP stands for Simple Mail Transfer Protocol and its main purpose is to handle the sending, receiving, and relaying of email. Try SMTP email services for free!

                    

                                                                
                        Email Harvester Features 
                        Get email addresses from your PC. Our harvesting software can extract emails according to your keywords.  High speed of searching and flexible setting wait for you.

                    

                                                                
                        Get Free Email Lists With The Best Email Extractor
                        Best parsing software ever.  Enrich your clients base with emails of the target audience.  Read and ensure that Atomic Email Hunter is the easiest and most effective solution for your business.

                    

                                                                
                        Bulk Mailer for Mass Emailing 
                        Discover how to create, send and analyze promotional email campaign using Atomic Bulk Mail Sender. Read the article!

                    

                                                                
                        What is Bulk Email?
                        What is bulk email, and what can it do for your business?  Find out right now and get software for sending bulk emails  in an easy and simple way.
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                Atomic Mail Sender

                The best bulk email software. 
Try free mass emailing for 7 days with a trial version.
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                Send me a link to try
             

                

                
                    
                        Start 7-day trial version
                    
                    
                

                
            


        

    




    
        
            Build Effective Communication with Subscribers

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        Built-in tools for mailing list management

                        Unlimited Mailing Lists

                        Automatic emailer does not limit the number of recipients per mailing.
                            This is a great advantage as there may be hundreds of thousands of prospects and customers to send to.
                            Simply create your newsletter and send bulk emails free!
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                        Recipient's name as a key to loyalty

                        Personalization

                        With its many features, such as personalization, the use of
                            spin-text, unsubscribe links and social networking widgets, your mail is more likely to fall into the
                            recipient’s «Inbox».
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                Send me a link to try
             

                        

                    

                

            
        
    


    
        Sending mass emails is a breeze
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                Email Marketer

                utilizing this bulk mailing software to notify your clients about your company’s sales in a timely manner; notifying interested parties via our multi email sender
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                Outreach Manager

                finding interested parties for successful link building on the site, creating personalized newsletters to webmasters to achieve deal of your company
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                Sales Marketer

                making your services straightforward in a simple way through bulk mail sending software for successful sales management, including the best sales strategies
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                    Number of SMTP connections is not limited

                    Flexible SMTP settings

                    You are free to use:

• Built-in server sends emails directly and increases speed to the maximum possible.

• Unlimited number of 3rd-party SMTP server.

• Your own SMTP Server.
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                    Make sure people are interested

                    Email Tracking

                    Look through the email open rate, the most clickable links, CTR, and much more. It is possible to use this feature with Atomic free mail tracker and Google Analytics. Explore all the advanced Mail Sender’s features.
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                    How to install Email Sender on MacOS
                    Intel or Apple M1
                    Take a look
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        Email Templates for successful campaigns

        Email blaster software from Atompark includes variety of email templated for different bussinesses and occasions
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                Send me a link to try
             

        

    




    
        Email delivery Into «Inbox»

        We did our best to deliver your message to recipients. Here are what makes 
AtomPark the best mass email service.

        
            
                Spin Text

                With its many features, such as personalization, the use of
                    spin-text, unsubscribe links and social networking widgets, your mail is more likely to fall into the
                    recipient’s «Inbox».
                

            

            
                Built-in Spam Checker

                SpamAssassin analyzes your text and gives you a spam score. The
                    lower the score, the better the chance of your email getting to the inbox.
                

            

            
                Unsubscribe Wizard

                Remove unsubscribers in multiple ways – by uploading a file with
                    addresses, by connecting to your server, or with your very own unsubscribe form.
                

            

            
                Automatic Delete Bounces

                A bounce is a returned message sent by the recipient’s server
                    saying that the requested address is unavailable or does not exist. This software sender will delete those addresses from your mailing lists automatically. Try all our tools to mass mail and schedule emails!

                

            

        

    




    
        
            Sending Bulk Emails is as Easy as 1-2-3

            No recurring fees. Pay only once and it will work forever!
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                Send me a link to try
             

                ADD TO CART
                    
                
                  
                
              
                
            

        

    




    
        Apply Atomic Mail Sender divergently
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                Digital

                support industrial digitalization in hassle-free ways, informing your end users about the latest news and deals via professional email sender software
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                Financial Service

                it is a perfect chance to make your offers reach beyond the offline horizons. With this bulk mail sender, your  audiences will be aware of the best investment options
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                Technology

                meet new audiences with this exclusive email sending program, manifesting your company in the eyes of rivals and prospective customers
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                IT Services

                interested parties, regardless of their skills and experience, will be able to create customized emails and design attention-grabbing offers for target clients

            
       
        

    




    
        Why choose Atomic Mail Sender

        
            
                
                    Hi, I downloaded Atomic Email Sender free trial yesterday, and I really
                        like this program after testing. Now I make an order to purchase a full Email Sender version. I tried
                        out many other software before I have chosen Atomic Email Sender - I am pleased with its way of working
                        and useful features.
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                            Colin Miller

                            Senior SEO-consultant

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    Perfect Software for your online marketing requirements... I will
                        highly recommend it
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                            Sophie Carter

                            CMO

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                     I am very glad that atompark has an employee like Dmitri..i was having
                        trouble signing into atompark mailer and came to find out that my registration has expired. he was very
                        helpful in helping me straighten out my mes i made..( it wasn't atomparks fault ) after sharing my
                        screen with me he took care of my problem. not to many costumer services go the extra mile like he did.
                        im ready to start sending out emails...
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                            Regina Tihonova

                            Marketer

                        

                    

                

            

        

        
            SEE MORE REVIEWS
                
              
                
              
            
            
        

    




    
        Why Should You Try Atomic Mail Sender?

        
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                

                
                    Mass email program

                    Mass email program runs in multithread mode, supporting
                        high-speed work. That’s why even with low-speed connections, several hundred email messages can be sent
                        in just a minute. Use business email marketing software to boost revenue!
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                

                
                    Unlimited number of recipients

                    There are no restrictions on the number of recipients — this is
                        one of the key features of our mass email software.
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                

                
                    Unlimited mailings

                    The number of email addresses does not matter — we have lots of
                        clients with regular mailings of 50,000 to 100,000, and even more than 200,000 addresses. Combine email blasts with SMS text marketing services to reach the wider audience.
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                        
                    
                

                
                    Modernize email campaigns

                    Modernize your email campaigns – create and send personalized
                        marketing newsletters with bulk emailing software. But, be careful: sending a high number of emails can
                        cause
                        them to be marked as spam.
                    

                

            

        

    




    
        Choose your perfect plan for Atomic Mail Sender

        
                
        2 PCs Save 15%

        	Price per PC $76.42

	Total price $152.84
$179.80




        Buy
    

    
        3 PCs Save 20%

        	Price per PC $71.92

	Total price $215.76
$269.70




        Buy
    

    
        4 PCs Save 25%

        	Price per PC $67.43

	Total price $269.72
$359.60




        Buy
    

    
        5+ PCs Save 30%

        	Price per PC $62.93

	Total price $314.65
$449.50




        Buy
    

    
        11+ PCs Save 40%

        	Price per PC $53.94

	Total price $593.34
$988.90




        Buy
    

    
        20+ PCs Save 55%

        	Price per PC $40.46

	Total price $809.20
$1798.00




        Buy
    


        

        All Corporate discounts
    




    
        Select suitable tools for better results
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                Pick emails from web

                Extract 2500 email from web pages and social media in 5
                    minutes

                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                        FREE DOWNLOAD
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                Verify emails for better deliverability

                Delete non existante emails from your lists

                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                        FREE DOWNLOAD
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                Track mailing results

                Access data on email opens, click-throughs, pages visited, and
                    much more

                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                        
                        REGISTRATION
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                Send me a link to try
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                    Experiencing technical issues?

                    Contact our customer support to quickly resolve issues as well as experience excellent customer service.

                  

                      

                

              

            


    
        Latest update will make your work even easier 

        
                  
                    
                      Atomic Mail Sender 9.61

                      2022-01-14


                  
                      
                        
                          
                          
                        
                        Update now
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	A survey added













                    See more
                  

                

    




    
        You might be wondering

        
            
                
                    Why Should You Try Atomic Mail Sender?

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                

                
                
                    Our newsletter software is the best among the rest of mass email marketing software because of its indisputable benefits:


	Mass email program runs in multithread mode, supporting high-speed work. That’s why even with low-speed connections, several hundred email messages can be sent in just a minute.
	The number of email addresses does not matter — we have lots of clients with regular mailings of 50,000 to 100,000, and even more than 200,000 addresses.
	There are no restrictions on the number of recipients — this is one of the key features of our mass email software.
	Modernize your email campaigns – create and send personalized marketing newsletters with bulk emailing software. But, be careful: sending a high number of emails can cause them to be marked as spam.


                

                

            

            
                
                    How to send Bulk Email Campaigns with Atomic Mail Sender

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                

                
                
                    	Run the software and create an email for your campaign
	You can use simple plain-text or colorful HTML-templates
	Add the recipients or import mailing list in a more preferable way


                    After you learn how to send bulk emails, your clients will be more informed, which instills loyalty.
                    Follow the best mass emailing practices to ensure your messages reach your recipients.
                    Since Atomic Mail
                    Sender is a program created to distribute emails, you need an SMTP server to send your mail. Our email
                    sending software supports an unlimited number of SMTP servers and has flexible settings that help your
                    messages get delivered. Also you are allowed to do free mass emailing for 7 days with trial version.
                 

                

            

            
                
                    What is bulk email software?

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                

                
                
                    Bulk email software is a program that enables users to send out mass emails to a large group of recipients. It is a quick and easy way to reach a large audience.

Bulk email sender software is an incredibly helpful tool for businesses, organizations, and individuals who need to send out large amounts of newsletters fast and efficiently.
                 

                

            

            
                
                    Are there any limits on the number of addresses in a bulk email list?

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                

                
                
                    You can add as many mailing IDs as you like with our bulk mail sending software, but the actual number of newsletters you can send out at once will depend on the mailer from which you are sending the mailing. 

For instance, some mailers may limit you to sending up to 500 newsletters at a time or per day, while others may allow you to send up to 10,000 messages. 

It's important to check the terms and conditions of your mailer to ensure you are compliant with the limits they have set, as exceeding the cap could result in your account being suspended.
                 

                

            

            
                
                    Can I personalize my messages in this bulk email software?

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                

                
                
                    Yes, you can easily personalize your mass newsletters with our automatic email sender. Using the “Insert” / “Personalization” menu, you can substitute the recipient’s name, email address, company URL, and other items into your message. This allows you to create a more personal and unique message for each recipient. 

To learn more about how to customize your messages with our email sending program, please visit our help page at https://www.atompark.com/manuals/atomic-mail-sender/how-personalize/.
                 

                

            

            
                
                    How do I use an SMTP server?

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                

                
                
                    Thanks to its flexible SMTP settings, Atomic Mail Sender stands out from other mass mailing programs. Any SMTP server will work, whether it is a free ESP SMTP or one you got elsewhere. If you're not sure where to get an SMTP server, this article on SMTP for Atomic Email Marketing Software is very helpful.

What's more, Atomic bulk mail sender gives you the option to rotate SMTP servers, put a cap on newsletters sent through each SMTP, and even include adjustable delivery delays — pretty awesome! How to send bulk emails for free.
                 

                

            

            
                
                    Is Atomic bulk email software proxy-compatible?

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                

                
                
It's critical that mass email blaster programs have proxy support, as it avoids arousing suspicion among providers. Atomic mass mailer has got you covered with its proxy rotation, custom DNS, and custom headers!
                 

                

            

            
                
                    How do I track the results of a campaign?

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                

                
                
Our mass email sender is great for sending out large volumes of newsletters in a short amount of time. 

However, tracking the results and taking action based on them requires a specialized email tracker. With this tool, you can use detailed analytics of your newsletter marketing and measure its success, such as open and click-through rates, as well as the geolocation of your most engaged recipients. This allows you to make informed decisions and maximize the return on your online marketing campaigns.

But our campaign tracking software—the Atomic Email Tracker—goes one step further by registering the email ID of everyone who clicks on your link and the page they land on after visiting your website.

This is super helpful for figuring out who is interested in buying the product and makes it simple to reach out to them again via email or a phone call.
                 

                

            

            
                
                    Can I send bulk emails for free?

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                

                
                
If you're looking for a free way to send bulk mail, you're in luck! Atompark's free demo version lets you send up to 50 newsletters per day for 7 days. This is the perfect way to test out our massive email sender and see if it meets your needs. You can read more about it here — https://www.atompark.com/bulk-email-sender/send-bulk-email-free/. 

With this free demo version, you can get started on your bulk mailing journey without any upfront costs. So why not give it a try?
                 

                

            



                
                    Where can I read more about Atomic Mail Sender?

                    
                        
                            
                        
                    

                

                
                
                    You can search through our website to find more info about this software. Read about Atomic Mail Sender Features to discover its benefits. In our Blog you will find a lot of useful content about how to use Atomic Email Hunter in your everyday work - How to track email campaign results or How to send bulk emails for free.
                 

                

            

        

    



    

    
        
            
                
                    Related articles                

            

        

        
                        
                
                

                
                    Bulk Email Marketing — The Pros And Cons
                

            

                        
                
                

                
                    How To Send Free Bulk Email
                

            

                        
                
                

                
                    What is bulk email and how to sent it — a complete guide on bulk emails with tips
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                                sales@atompark.com                            
                                            

                    
                        Support Department

                                                                                                    
                                tech@atompark.com                            
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